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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
WING-FLOW MEASUREMENTS OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND 
CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF A CANARD AIRPLANE 
CONFIGURATION WITH A 450 SWEPTBACK WING AND 
A TRIANGULAR ALL-MOVABLE CONTROL SURFACE 
By Harold L. Crane and James J. Adams 
SUMMARY 
Measurements of the longitudinal stability and control character -
istics of a canard airplane configuration have been made by the wing-flow 
method. The distinguishing features of this configuration in addition 
to the unconventional wing-stabilizer arrangement are the triangular plan 
form of the all-movable longitudinal control surface, the 450 sweptback 
wing of aspect ratio 4.1, and the slender body of fineness ratio 13.5. 
The investigation included measurements of lift, pitching moment , and 
rolling moment of the semispan model , with control settings between _40 
and 160 and with the control surface removed. In some cases the angle -
of-attack range was as great as from approximately _100 to 300 • Approxi -
mate measurements of chord force were made at one stabilizer incidence . 
The Mach number range covered was from 0.55 to 1.14 at Reynolds numbers 
of the order of 400,000. 
The transonic longitudinal stability and control characteristics of 
the test configuration at low or moderate lift coefficients were found 
to be exceptionally good. The stabilizing aerodynamic-center shift with 
increasing Mach number was small and its effect on the control deflections 
required for maneuvering was more than counteracted by the gradual increase 
in control effectiveness with increasing Mach number. At high lift coeffi-
cients an unstable pitching tendency developed due to loss in lift over 
the outboard portion of the wing. Use of a different airfoil section and 
stall - control devices to postpone the loss in lift would be highly 
desirable. The results indicate that the unstable pitching tendency 
can be avoided at some sacrifice of maximum lift by locating the center 
of gravity sufficiently far forward to cause the control surface to stall 
before the wing tip. These results, however, do not indicate what the 
dynamic behavior of the configuration would be at the stall, and further 
investigation would be required to determine possible adverse effects of 
this remedy on the control characteristics at the stall . 
------------------------
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The experimental data obtained are presented in a summarized or 
abridged form . In addition, calculated trim curves are presented for 
various flight loading condi t ions . The expressions developed for con-
veni ent calculat ion of trim curves f rom the wing - flow data are also 
presented . Some discussion of t he effects of aeroelastic deformation in 
the form of wing bending along the span is incl u ded . Comparisons are 
made with unpublished force - t est data from the Langley free-flight tunnel 
and with wing- flow data for two transonic configurations with conventional 
tail locations . In general, the wing- flow data obtained at subcritical 
Mach numbers were in agreement with the wind- tunnel data . 
INTRODUCTION 
An experimental investigation of the longitudinal stability and 
control characteristics at transonic speeds of the tail-first or canard-
type a irplane is being conducted at the Langley Laboratory . This investi -
gation was undertaken after a theoretical study (reference 1) indicated 
that it might be possible to design a canard which has desirable tran-
sonic st ab i l ity and control characteristics compared to tail -aft configu-
rati ons and also has acceptable characteristics at low speeds. The t ests 
reported herein were made by the NACA wing-flow method on a 3 . 15 -inch 
semispan model having an untapered 450 sweptback wing of aspect ratio 4.1 , 
a 0 . 90 -inch semispan 600 delta - shaped contr ol surface , and a f ineness 
ratio 13 . 5 body of circular cross section. This model was an 0 . 075 - scale 
version of a free - fall model . Refer ence 2 present s the results of the 
canard free - fall te s t program. The considerations which resulted in the 
selection of the particular components of the test configuration are also 
discussed in r eference 2 . 
The Mach numbers at which the wing-flow test s were made ranged 
f rom 0 . 55 to 1 .14 and the Reynolds number varied from approxi -
mat ely 225 , 000 t o 570 , 000 . Lift and pitching moment about an axi s 40 per-
cent chord ahead of the mean aerodynamic chor d ( -40 percent c) wer e 
measured through an angle - of -attack r ange of approximately _100 to 120 
with control - surface incidence settings of - 3 . 80 , 1 . 80 , 5.80 , 11 . 20 , 
and 15 .80 . Rolling moment about the body axis of the half - span model, 
pitching moment, and lift were measured with the horizontal control 
surface r emoved . Normal force , pitching moment, and chord force were 
measured for angles of attack fr om _100 to 300 with the horizontal 
control surface at 1. 80 incidence . 
Not all the data obtained are presented in this paper. Only the 
minimum number of plots necessary to give the essence of the data obtained 
are included. For a comparison of results , unpublished data from the 
force test s of this canard configuration in the Langley free - flight tunnel 
and also some data obtained from wing- flow tests of two other transonic 
---------------------------- ---
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configurations with conventional tai l locations are inclu ded . A list 
of definitions of the symbols used in presenting the data i s given in 
appendix I . 
APPARATUS 
3 
The configuration tested consisted of a 450 swept back wing mounted 
behind the maximum diameter of a fineness - ratio- 13.5 fuselage with 
a 600 delta - Ghaped all -movable control surface at the nose . The untapered 
wing had a semispan of 3 .15 inches 7 an aspect ratio of 4.1, and an 
NACA 65 - 009 airfoil section perpendicular to the leading edge . The 
incidence of the control surface , whi ch had a 0.90-inch semi span and a 
thin flat - sided cross section, was var i ed by rotation about a line 
through 63 percent of the root chord . Figure 1 shows the configuration 
and dimensions of the model . 
Wing and control surface were fabricated from solid duralumin . The 
f uselage was of mahagony reinforced with duralumin . A spring- steel end 
plate was attached to the model to act gS a reflection plane and t o 
isolate the model from irregular air flows originating at the support 
slot in the test panel . The center - line plane along which t he model was 
divided was bent to the shape of the test panel so as to conform to the 
air flow . 
The model was mounted on the ammuni tion door of an F- 51D airplane . 
The contour of the door has been modified to reduce the velocity gradient 
across the door and to place the wing shock wave behind the model . 
A photograph of the canard model in place on the test panel is presented 
in figure 2, and plots of the velocity gradients are shown in figure 3 . 
The average Mach number over the model wing was determined from the 
pr essure - distribution data obtained in preliminary investigations of t he 
flow over the door , and was plotted for use in data reduct i on as a 
function of Mach number and lift coeffi cient of the F- 51D test airplane . 
The resul t s presented herein are plotted in terms of the aver age Mach 
number of the flow over the model wing . 
Two balances were used in the test program. One of these was a 
strain- gage balance which measured r oll i ng moment about the body axis ) 
lift and pitching moment ; and which could operate in an angle - of -attack 
range of _100 to 120 . The other balance was a deflection type linked to 
an autosyn system which measured normal force , pitching moment , and chord 
force , and which could operate over any preset angle -of-cttack range 
of 10° between _100 ani 300 • Thi s balance is hereinafter refer red to as 
the autosyn balance . With either balance an electric motor was u sed to 
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oscillate the model at a rate of angle -of-attack change of approximately 
one radian per second or slower . This rate of oscillation resulted in 
angle-of -attack change of 10 or less per 100 chord lengths of motion. 
The impact and static pressure, free-air temperature, and normal 
acceleration for the flight condition of the F-51D test airplane were 
measured with standard NACA instruments. One other measurement required 
was the correction for the angle of att ack necessitated by the fact that 
small amounts of yaw were usually present in the flow at the test loca -
tion . A wedge-shaped vane located 22 inches outboard of the model and 
calibrated to measure the angle of flow at the model location was used 
for this purpose. 
The following test flights were made : 
Control - surface Angle-of-attack 
Flight setting, r ange , Balance 
( deg ) ( deg) 
1 Off -10 to 12 Strain gage 
2 1.8 -10 to 12 Do. 
3 5·9 -10 to 12 Do. 
4 11.2 -10 to 12 Do. 
5 15 . 8 -10 to 12 Do. 
6 
- 3 . 8 -10 to 12 Do. 
7 Off -10 to 12 Do. 
8 1. 8 -10 to 0 Autosyn 
9 1.8 0 to 10 Do . 
10 1. 8 10 to 20 Do . 
11 1.8 20 to 30 Do . 
Each flight consisted of two or more runs made at different 
altitu des in order to obtain a spread in Reynolds number. A high dive 
from 28 ,000 feet to 21 , 000 f eet and a low dive from 18,000 feet 
to 12,000 feet were made. Also included in the paper are nata obtained 
from one level - flight run made at 5,000 feet. A plot of Reynolds number 
against Mach number for the various runs is shown in figure 4. 
PRECISION OF MEASUREMENTS 
A sample of the galvonometer record from the strain-gage balance is 
shown in figure 5 . An example of the data obtained from such records 
showing the scatter of the test points i s presented in figure 6. The 
variations of normal-force coefficient, pitching-moment coefficient, and 
-, 
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chord-force coefficient with angle of attack are shown at a Mach number 
of 1.0 for the complete canard model with the control surface set at 1.Bo 
incidence. Above 100 angle of attack the spread in the test points is 
comparatively large. This increased spread resulted chiefly from the 
necessity for reducing the rate of oscillation of the balance in the 
high angle-of-attack range to circumvent mechanical difficulties which 
had developed in the balance. The decreased rate of oscillation caused 
the change in Mach r.umber and dynamic pressure over a given angular cycle 
to be about twice as large as had been the case for the tests at angle 
of attack less than 100. The spread was particularly noticeable in data 
for a Mach number of 1.0 because the most rapid changes in lift and 
moment characteristics with Mach number occurred between M = 0.95 
and M = 1.0. However, the quality of the data was considered to be good 
enough to illustrate the approximate variations of the measured parameters 
at high angles of attack. 
An estimation of the accuracy of the various measurements is 
presented in the following table: 
Approximate possible error 
Variable In In coefficient 
absolute 
value q = 200 ib/sq ft q = 800 ib/sq ft 
Mach number, M, percent 
· · · 
±2 ----- ------
Dynamic pressure, q, 
percent . . . . 
· · · · 
2 ----- ------
Angle of attack, deg . .5 a., 
· · · 
----- ------
Tail incidence, it, deg 
· · · 
.5 ----- ------
Normal force, N, or Lift, 
L, lb . . . . . . 
· · · · · 
.5 ±o.oB ±0.02 
Chord force, C, lb 
· · · · · 
. 2 .04 .01 
Pitching moment, M, in-lb 
· · 
. B . 08 .02 
Rolling moment, L' , in- ib 
· · 
.5 .02 .005 
Approximate possible errors in the values of measured quantities and in 
the coefficients of force and moment are presented. The approximate 
possible errors in the coefficients tend to vary inversely with dynamic 
pressure and are presented in the foregoing table for the minimum and 
maximum dynamic pressures. The values of possible errors presented do 
not take into account the effects of the velocity gradient over the model. 
No correction was made for the effect of the end plate on the chord force. 
It should be noted that errors in increments of any measured variable 
determined from the faired curves presented herein will be considerably 
smaller than errors in absolute values. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Data Presentation and General Discussion 
of Mach ~umber Effects 
The variations of normal- force, chord- fo rce, and pitching- moment 
coefficients with angle of attack are presented in figure 7 for the 
complete mode l with the control surface set at 1 . 80 • Lift, pitching -
moment , and rolling-moment coefficients with control surface r emoved 
are plotted as a function of angle of attack in figure 8 . As stated 
in the section entitled "Apparatus , " two balances wer e u sed during this 
test program, one of which measured normal force whi le the other measured 
lift . However, the calculated difference between normal -for ce coeffi -
cient and lift coefficie nt was within the accuracy of the data in the 
r ange of angles of attack presented in figure 8 . The data are presented 
for increments of Mach number of 0 .05 or 0 .10 throughout the t est r a nge 
for the two Reynolds number ranges . 
Examination of these dat a showed that the eff ects of Mach number on 
the measured parameters wer e small and gr adual . There was l ittle change 
with Mach number in the variation of normal - force coefficient, pitching-
moment coefficient, or rolling -moment coeffic i ent with angle of attack 
for angles of attack below 100 . The varia tion of normal - force coeffi -
c i ent with angle of at tack t ended to r emain l inear to higher angles of 
att ack at the higher t es t Mach number s . The effect of Mach number on the 
variation of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of att ack beyond 100 
angle of attack was not clearly de fined, but appeared to be small . 
Figure 9 presents the var i ation of pitching-moment coeffici ent with 
angle of a ttack at a Mach number of 0 . 9 for various control - surface 
incidence settings . The variation of pi tching -moment coefficient per 
degree of control de flection with Ma ch number was determined from plots 
s imila r to f i gure 9 and is presented in figure 10 . The control effec -
tiveness varied gradually with Mach number , increas ing approximat ely 
one - third as the Mach number increased from 0 . 6 to 1 . 1. It was found 
that the control e ffectivene ss was roughly constant with angle of attack 
as long as the sum of the angle of attack and the control incidence did 
not exceed 250 . 
Lift - drag polars calculated from the normal-force and chord - force 
data are presented in figure 11 . These data should not be considered to 
be very accura t e because of the fact that no correction for end-~late 
drag has been applied and be cau se past experience indica t es that wing -
flow - drag r esults, particularly on half -models of fuselages , are usual ly 
too high . 
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An attempt was made to compare the drag results with experimental 
or theoretical values from other sources. The variation of drag coeffi -
cient at zero lift with Mach number for the same configuration at 
over 20 times the Reynolds number of the wing- flow tests was available 
f r om reference 2 . A comparison with these results indicated that zero -
lift drag coefficients measured by the wing- flow method were high by a 
factor of approximately three. An estimate of the subsonic variation of 
induced drag with lift coefficient was made by using the experimental 
data of reference 3 as a measure of the drag of the control surface and 
determining the induced drag of the wing from the theory for an ellipti -
cal lift di stribution. Again the wing-flow results proved to be high . 
The rate of change of induced drag with the square of the lift coeffi -
CDi 
cient appeared to be high by a factor of two . It is still possible 
CL2 
t hat the trends indicated by the wing-flow results for the effects of 
Mach number on induced drag or drag due to lift were qualitatively 
correct . These effects can be summed up by the statement that for 
CDi 
moderate lift coefficients t he parameter was nearly constant over 
CL2 
the test range of Mach numbers . 
St ability at Small Angles of Attack 
The variations of normal- fo rce and pitching-moment coefficient with 
angle of attack (figs. 7 and 8) were approximately linear for small angles 
of attack . The variations with Mach number of the stability parameters) 
CL the rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of attack, Cma the a, 
rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle of attack , 
and C2a the rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient of the semi -
span model 1-Tith angle of attack) at 00 angle of attack ar~ shown in 
figure 12 . The values of these parameters all tend to increase gradually 
with increasing Mach number up to approximately M = 0.95 beyond which 
they decrease with increasing Mach number . The ratio of the slopes Cma 
and CNa also presented in figure 12 is a measure of the control - fixed 
longitudinal stability for maneuvers at cons tant speed. The maneuver 
point or aerodynamic -center position was approximately 30 percent chord 
ahead of the leading edge of the mean aerodynamic chord at a Mach number 
of 0 . 55 and moved rearward approximately 15 percent chord as the Mach 
number increased to 1 . 0. Above this Mach number the maneuver point again 
moved forward . The maneuver -point shift with Mach number for this canard 
configuration has approximately the same magnitude as the smallest shift 
so far measured with a conventional configuration. In figure 12 it 
appears that the aerodynamic -center position is considerably affected by 
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Reynolds number (scale effect). However, because the magnitude of the 
aerodynamic -center shift between the two runs was approximately 
proportional to the dynamic pressure, wing flexibility waS investigated 
as a possible cause for these differences. 
Calculations of aeroelastic distortion were made considering that 
the wing bent as a cantilever beam. Because the wing was swept back, 
this type of bending would cause a progressive change in angle of attack 
along the span of the wing . Approximately the same results were obtained 
when a uniform load distribution was assumed and when the root section 
was assumed to be loaded twice as heavily as the tip section with a 
linear variation in between. These calculations indicated that the angle 
of attack of the tip section would be reduced a maximum of 50 percent 
under the most severe test loading encountered. An experimental check 
by static loading indicated that the results of the deflection calculations 
for the assumed loadings were approximately correct. 
The effect of wing bending on the chordwise aerodynamic-center 
position of the 450 sweptback wing is shown in figure 13 . The maximum 
calculated aerodynamic -center shift for the wing due to flexibility was 
of the order of 10 percent chord. Because the lift-curve slope of the 
wing would be r educed by wing bending while it was assumed that the low-
aspect -ratio control surface was rigid, the calculated aerodynamic-center 
shift of the complete configuration, which is also shown in figure 13, 
waS approximately twice as large as for the wing alone. The effect of 
wing flexibility on the aerodynamic -center position of a canard configura-
tion can be r educed by increasing the flexibility of the tail surface 
relative to that of the wing. The data of figure 13 indicate that the 
larger part of the effect of Reynolds number on the data presented herein 
may have been due to aeroelast ic di stortion rather than to scale effect. 
The chordwise and spanwise aerodynamic -center shifts of a 450 
sweptback wing due to bending should be nearly equal. Therefore, it 
seemed that the spanwise center -of - lift locations of the semispan model 
determined from the tail-off rolling-moment data of figure 8 could be 
used as a check on the r esults of the flexibility calculations . This 
determination indicated that the center of lift of the canard wing at 
small angles of attack was slightly inboard of the midsemispan point. 
It could be concluded that the effect of Mach number on the lateral 
center of pressure of the wing panel was small . However, the scatter in 
the r esults (±2 percent semispan) was sufficient to mask any effect of 
Reynolds number (dynamic pressure) of the order of magnitude predicted 
by the flexibility calculations on the spanwise center-of-lift location . 
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Stability at Large Angles of Attack 
As has been stated, the slope of the lift or normal-force curve at 
any Mach number was relatively constant up to an angle of attack of 
approximately 100 • (See figs. 7 and 8 .) For angles of attack greater 
than 100 the rate of change of normal - force coefficient with angle of 
attack decreased considerably, but further increases in normal for ce 
with increasing angle of attack occurred up to 300 , the maximum of the 
present tests. That the first loss in lift occurred at the wing tip was 
apparent from the determination of the approximate spanwise center of 
lift using the rolling-moment data of figure 8 which showed that the 
center of lift moved inboard perhaps 5 to 8 percent of the semispan 
below 120 angle of attack. This tendency can also be seen in the 
galvanometer record shown in figure 5. At the largest test angles of 
attack the slope of the normal-force curve began to increase . One 
possible explanation for the reflex in the normal-force curves is that 
at very large angles of attack the component of the drag in the direction 
of the normal-force coefficient becomes increasingly large . 
It should be noted that at full - scale Reynolds numbers the initial 
break in the normal-force curves would probably occur at an angle of 
attack somewhat larger than 100 • It should also be noted that at the 
higher angles of attack the variation of normal-force coefficient does 
not accurately reflect the variation of lift coefficient with angle of 
attack. However, the variation of normal-force coefficient with angle 
of attack can be used directly in calculations of longitudinal stability 
throughout the angle -of-attack range . 
The quality of the pitching-moment data was not sufficiently high 
to accurately define small stability changes. Therefore, in the analysis 
of the data obtained the variation of pitching-moment coefficient with 
angle of attack was considered to be approximately linear for angles of 
attack less than 100 • With a tail deflection of 1 . 80 , a large unstable 
break in the moment curve occurred at approximately 100 • (See figs. 8( c) 
and 8(d) . ) The unstable moment variation was evidently partly a result 
of tip stalling and largely a result of more general loss in lift -producing 
effectiveness of the wing. The unstable moment break can be delayed to 
larger angles of attack by means of properly designed stall -control 
devices . (Reference 4 presents the results of an investigation of such 
devices on a 420 sweptback wing . ) It should be noted that, with center -
of-gravity locations forward of the test location, stalling of any 
portion of the wing would cause a de crease in stability . 
At an angle of attack of approximately 200 the pitching-moment curves 
break again, this time in the stable direction. It is believed that the 
stable moment break was caused by stalling of the control surface . In 
this case the incidence of the control surface was 1 . 80 . The angle of 
attack at which the stable moment break occurred would depend on the 
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incidence or deflection of the control surface . At a given Mach number, 
therefore , the angle of att ack for the occurrence of the stable moment 
break would be dependent on the trim r equirements and be affected by 
such variables as wing loading and center -of-gravity position. For 
forward center -of- gravity positions where the tail deflections required 
for trim would be l ar ge , the s t ab le moment break due to tail stalling 
may occur at the same time or before the unstable moment break due to 
wing stalling and thereby eliminate the unstable variation of pitching 
moment with angle of attack in the range shown by the test data . Such 
a condition is indicated in figure 9 by t he pitching-moment curve for 
a 15 . 8 0 tail setting . 
Longitudinal Trim Charact eristics 
An express ion has been derived for calculation of the longitudinal 
trim characteristics of the canard conf iguration . The derivation of 
this expr ess ion i s discussed in appendix II. The calculated trim 
characteristics are for a configuration having the same flexibility as 
the model . The solid duralumin airfoil surfaces of the model were 
probably a t least as rigid as the surfaces of a fUll - scale canard air -
plane would be . The var i ation of control - surface incidence r e quired 
for longitudinal trim with trimmed lift coeffic i ent i s pr esented in 
figure 14 for two center-of - gravity positions for variou s Mach number s 
for both r anges of t est Reynolds numbers. These curves are based on the 
assumption that the control -effectiveness parameter Cm. is constant. lt 
This assumption is reasonably correct for angles of flow with r espect 
to the control surface up to approximately 250 , and the curves of 
figure 14(b) ar e presented only up to the point where t he angle of flow 
with respe ct to the control surface exceeds 250 • The dat a of figure 14 
indicate that the longitudinal s t ability as measured by the rate of 
change of control incidence with trimmed lift coefficient was re as onab ly 
constant up to l i f t coefficients of 0 . 6 to 0 . 8 . The data of f igure 14 
show that with the center of gravity a t - 40 percent c the canard 
configuration te st ed bec ame unstable at trimmed lift coefficients of 0 . 6 
to 0 . 8 at any Mach number in the test r ange . However, with t he center 
of gravity a t -80 percent c large enough control-surface deflections 
would be r equired that loss of control effectiveness would occur at lift 
coefficients of 0 . 5 to 0 . 6 and would cau se an effective increase in 
stability. At higher l i ft coefficient s the rate of change of control 
deflection with trimmed l ift coefficient s would increase progressively 
until the control lost all effectiveness . The dat a of figure 9 for a 
control deflection of 15 . 80 indicate that the stall progression Jver 
the control surface was abrupt. 
In or der t o assure that a canard conf i guration will have a nosing 
dJwn tendency at the s t all , it may be necessary for the control surface 
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to stall before the wing and as a result there must be some sacrifice in 
maximum lift . This loss in maximum lift is not necessarily greater than 
occurs with a tail -aft airplane configuration due to the incremental 
download produced by the control surface . To obtain as high maximum 
lift as possible with a nosing down tendency at the stall the center of 
gravity can be located somewhat behind -80 percent c. However, it must be 
kept in mind that a nOSing- down tendency produced by stalling of the control 
surface might produce undesirable dynamic characteristics. The use of 
proper ly designed stall - contr ol devices on the wing to delay the unstable 
pitching-moment break and possibly to decrease the magnitude of the br eak 
will make it possible to locate the center of gravity farther back and 
thus to further increase the usable maximum lift coefficient . 
The variation with Mach number of the parameter 6it/6CL determined 
at low lift coefficients is presented in figure 15 for the canard 
configuration and for two conventional airplanes with 350 sweptback 
wings designed for flight at near sonic speeds. It should be noted 
that all three configurations were stable throughout the Mach number 
range . The ratio of maximum and minimum values of 6it/6CL over the 
test Mach number range for the canard was about the same as for configu-
ration 1 and was much less than that of configuration 2. 
Increasing Reynolds number caused a small reduction i n the rate of 
change of control-surface incidence with trimmed lift coefficient for 
the canard model. Approximate calculations , which have alr eady been 
discussed, indicated that aeroelastic distortion would be of sufficient 
magnitude to account for a large part of the changes which appear from 
figures 14 and 15 to be due to Reynolds number (scale effect). 
The variation of control incidence for trim with Mach number is 
presented in figure 16. This figure includes three plots which show 
the trim curves for two center -of - gravity positions, two altitudes , and 
two Reynolds number ranges at 19 and 4g . The data of figure 16 indicat e 
that the trim changes with Mach number for trimmed lift coefficients which 
correspond to flight at 19 were unusually mild for the test canard con-
figurat i on . It is evident from the present investigation that the 
desirable trim characteristics at 19 were largely a result of the 
following favorable conditions : The configuration was symmetrical with 
respect t o the horizontal plane ; the variation of aerodynamic-center 
position with Mach number was small ; the control effectiveness increased 
gradually with increasing Mach number . However, with the rear center -
of - gravity position, - 40 percent c, the canard would be subject to an 
unstable variation of control deflection with normal acceler ation in 
maneuvers . For an accelerat i on of 4g and an altitude of 40,000 feet the 
instability was present at all but the highest test Mach numbers. With 
the more forward center-of-gravity position considered , - 80 percent c, and 
for the conditions of the example presented in figure 16(a) stalling of 
the control surface eliminated the instability , but also restricted the 
maneuverability. The restrict i on would probably not be quite so severe 
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a t full - scale Reynolds numbers as i s indicated by these data in that the 
loss in lifting effectiveness of the wing would probably be delayed to 
higher angles of attack . In either ca se the optimum center-of-gravity 
position would be between the two which have been considered . 
The use of stall - control devices to increase the range of operating 
l ift coefficients while maintaining longitudinal stability may be 
possible a t landing speeds , but would certainly become more difficult 
a t high Mach numbers. However , as indicated by the data of reference 5 , 
the shape of t he l ift curve which has a large effect on the stability of 
a canard i s dependent on the airfoil section. The wing of the test 
configuration began to lose lifting effectiveness at an angle of attack 
of approxi mat ely 100 which corresponds to a lift coeffic i ent of 0 . 6 or 
slightly higher . It is l ikely that, by changing the airfoil section of 
the test configuration to a section with which the lift curve of a 
sweptback wing was linear to higher angles of att ack , a major improvement 
in the stability could be accomplished . The maneuverability with stick-
fixed stability of the canard configurat ion under consideration would be 
increased accordingly. 
Compari son with Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel Data 
The wing - flow data have been compared with unpublished data from 
force tests in the Langley free - fl i ght tunnel . Figure 17 shows that 
the variation of lift coefficient with angle of attack a t M = 0 . 65 was 
approximately the same as the free -flight -tunnel dat a for angles of 
att ack up to 100 or 120 . The variation of pitching-moment coeff icient 
with angl e of attack for M = 0 . 65 was very similar to that obtained 
from the free - flight - tunnel dat a throughout the angle-of - attack r ange . 
The two investigations were run at approximately the same Reynolds 
number, 2.2 X 105 for the wing - flow test s and 3.0 X 105 for the free -
flight - tunnel tests . The Mach number for the free - flight -tunnel t est s 
was about 0 . 05 . The value of the stabilizer effectiveness parameter Cmit 
was determined to be approximately 0 . 018 by the free - fli ght-tunnel 
investigation. This value is in approximate agreement with the value 
of 0 . 015 obtained at the lowest test Mach number of the wing-flow inves-
tigation . The aerodynamic - center position was determined to be at 
- 33 percent c by the free - flight -tunnel investigation. Thi s value 
compares favorably with the value of approximat ely - 30 percent obt a ined 
at M = 0 . 55 f rom t he wing- flow te s ts . The wing- flow data showed 
approximately 25 percent larger aerodynamic - center shift due t o addition 
of the t ail than did the Langley free - f l i ght - tunnel data. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of an investigation of the l ongitudinal stability 
and control characteristics of a canard airplane configuration by the 
wing-flow method, the following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. A desirable feature of the test configuration was the small 
movement of aeroqynamic-center position with increasing Mach number. The 
extreme movement of the aerodynamic-center position or of the control-
fixed neutral point for constant - speed maneuvers measured was a rearward 
shift of 15 percent chord. The control effectiveness as indicated by 
the parameter Cm. gradually increased by approximately one-third as It 
the Mach number increased from 0.6 to 1.1. Because the canard configura -
tion was symmet rical , no change in trim at zero lift occurred. The 
increasing control effectiveness more than offset the effect of the small 
movement of the aerodynamic center with the result that the variation of 
control position for trim in level flight with Mach number was very 
desirable. The variation of stabilizer position with trimmed lift 
coefficient was approximately linear for moderate lift coefficients and 
was not greatly affected by variation of Mach number in the test range. 
2. The wing of the test configuration was subject to loss in lift 
over the outboard portion of the wing at angles of attack greater 
than 100 • When this wing stall was encountered at small control deflec -
tions, an unstable pitching tendency resulted. At large control deflec-
tions (corresponding to trim conditions for a forward center-of-gravity 
position) this unstable pitching tendency did not occur because the 
control stalled first, producing a stable break in the pitching-moment 
curve . However, these static -stability data do not indicate what the 
dynamic behavior of the configuration would be at the stall, and it would 
be necessary to determine by other means whether undesirable control 
characteristics would result. In any case to obtain satisfactorily large 
lift coefficients for landing and for maneuvering while maintaining stick-
fi xed static longitudinal stability it would be necessary to increase 
appreciably the angle of attack at which the loss in lifting effectiveness 
of the wing developed . It is likely that by a change of airfoil section 
f r om the NACA 65 -009 section of the test configuration a lift curve linear to 
considerably high angles of attack could be obtained. On either a canard 
or a conventional airplane with the test wing plan form the use of stall-
control devices on the wing to delay and possibly reduce the unstable 
pitching tendency would be highly desirable. 
NACA RM L50A3l 
3. The lift and pitching- moment data obtained at subsonic speeds by 
t he wing- flow method were for the mo st part in good agreement with 
unpublished force -test dat a f rom the Langley free - flight tunnel. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advi sory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base , Va . 
I 
I 
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APPENDIX I 
SYMBOLS 
The following symbols and coefficients are used in this report: 
L lift , lb 
N normal for ce , lb 
M' pitching moment, ft - lb 
w weight , lb 
L' rolling moment , ft -lb 
C chord force, lb 
D drag , lb 
M model Mach number 
airplane Mach number 
R Reynolds number 
c wing chord, ft 
mean aerodynamic chord (mean geometric chord), ft 
b wing span, ft 
control incidence or deflection, deg 
model angle of attack, deg 
s wing area, sq ft 
control - surface area, sq ft 
p density of air , slugs/cu ft 
v true airspeed, fps 
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normal - force coefficient (~) 
lift coefficient ( ~S) 
pitching-moment coefficient (aboat a point 40 percent 
chord ahead of the leading edge of the mean geometric 
chord) ( q~c) 
rolling-moment coefficient ( L') qSb 
chord-force coefficient ( C ) 
qS 
drag coefficient (~) 
r at e of change of pitching moment measured about an axis 
40 percent chord ahead of the mean aerodynamic chord 
( - 40 percent c) with lift coefficient 
rate of change of lift coefficient with angle of att ack, 
per deg 
r ate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with angle 
of attack, per deg 
rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient with angle 
of attack, per deg 
r at e of change of pitching-moment coefficient with control 
incidence , per deg 
center-of - gravity shift, ft 
load factor 
acceler ation of gravity 
distance from model pivot point at - 40 percent c to the 
aerodynamic center of the control surface 
pressure altitude , ft 
- -- ----
- - ------ --
- - --- -
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APPENDIX II 
EXPRESSION FOR CALCULATION OF TRIM CURVES 
The expression for the calculation of stabilizer settings for tri m 
from the data of figures 7, 8, and 10 was derived from a summation of 
m0ment as follows: 
L:M I 0 
where MA is the untrimmed pitching moment about - 40 percent c as given 
in figures 7 and 8, Wn 6X is the increment of moment due to shift of the 
center -of - gravity position, (this term must be included to obtain trim 
curves at other than the test center - of - gravity position) and Mi t is 
the trimming moment supplied by proper deflection of the control surface . 
In coefficient form the expression becomes 
in which is the total or trimmed lift coefficient . To eliminate 
CLT from the expression 
or for more convenient use of the data presented 
(1) 
Then 
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Solving this expression 
C 6.x C LA c - mA 
Cmit (l - ~) 
In order to calculate trim curves from the data presented, the 
initial stabilizer setting of 1.80 must be considered by modifying 
expressions (1) and (2) as follows : 
1. 8 + 
It should be noted that a method of successive approximations is 
required to determine it at a specified trimmed lift coefficient. 
---------- -- --
(2) 
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Figure 4.- Variation of Reynolds number with Mach number during wing- fl ow 
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Atch,ng Moment Rolling Moment 
VoJtage 
(5ens/f i vii) 
Alf i f ude angle 
Figure 5.- Sample galvanometer record from the strain- gage balance used 
during a portion of the wing- flow tests of t he canard a irplane 
configurat i on . 
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Figure 7.- Wing- flow data f rom canard a i rplane configurat i on at s everal Mach numbers for a stabili zer 
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(b ) Normal-force coefficient, Reynolds number range 2 . 4 x 105 to 5 . 2 x 105 . 
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( c ) Pitching-momcnt coeff icient) Reynolds number range 2 . 2 x 105 to 3.8 X 105. 
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( d ) Pitching-moment c oeffic ient , Reynolds number range 2 . 4 x 105 to 5 . 2 x 105 . 
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( e ) Chord- force coefficient J Reynolds number range 2 . 2 X 105 to 3.8 X 105. 
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( f ) Chord- force coeffi cient , Reynolds number range 2.4 X 105 t o 5.2 X 105. 
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(a) Lift coeffi c i ent ) ReynolQs number range 2 . 2 X 105 to 3.8 X 105. 
Figure 8.- Wing- flow data from canard a irplane conf i gurat ion at several 
Mach number s with stabilizer r emoved . 
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(b ) Lift coeffi cient , Reynolds number range 2 . 4 X 105 to 5 . 2 X 105 . 
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( c ) Pitching-moment c oeff icient, Reynolds numoer range 2 . 2 X 105 
to 3.8 X 105. 
Figure 8.- Continued . 
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( d ) Pitching-moment coeffiCient ) Reynolds number range 2 . 4 x 105 
to 5.2 x 105 . 
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( e ) Rolling-moment c oefficient of half-epan model , Reynolds number 
range 2 . 2 X 105 to 3.8 X 105. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
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(f) Rolling-moment c oeffi c ient of semispan model, Reynolds number 
range 2 . 4 X 105 to 5 . 2 X 105 . 
Figure 8.- Concl uded . 
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( a ) Reynolds number 2 . 2 to 3.8 X 105. 
Figure 9.- Variation of p i tching-moment coeff i cient wi th angle of attack at M = 0.9 for several 
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(b ) Reynolds number 2 . 4 t o 5 .2 X 105 . 
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Figure 10.- Variat ion of stabili zer effectiveness with Mach number f or canard airplane conf iguration. 
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Figure 11 .- Drag polars f or canard a irplane configuration at several Mach 
numtara for stabilizer setting of 1.80 • 
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(a) CLa , Cma, and Cta with stabilizer removed. 
Figure 12 .- Variation of longitudinal stability parameters with Mach 
number at a control - surface deflection of 1.8° . 
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Fi gure 12 .- Concluded. 
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Figure 13 .- Calcul ated effect of wi ng bending on aerodynami c-center pos i -
tion of canar d a i rplane configurat ion . 
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(a ) Center of gravity at -40 percent c. 
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Figure 14 .- Calculated variat i on of stabilizer i ncidence re~uired f or 
longitudinal trim with trimmed lift c oeffiCient) canard airplane 
confi guration . 
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Figure 14 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 15.- Variation with Mach number of the calculated stabilizer 
incidenc e required per unit change in lift c oefficient f or t,I1e canard 
and two 350 sweptback conventional a i rplane configurat io".:ls . 
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(a ) Two center-of - gravity pos i tions, at 20 ,000 feet , Reynolds 
number 2 . 2 to 3 .8 X 105. 
Figure 16 .- Variat ion of stab i lizer i ncidence for trim with Mach number ; 
canard airplane c onfiguration at a wing loading of 75 lb/sQ ft . 
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(h) Two altitudes J center of gravity at -40 percent c, Reynolds 
number 2 . 2 to 3.8 X 105. 
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( c ) Two Reynolds number ran es, enter of gravi t y at -40 per cent c, 
at 20 , 000 feet . 
Figure 16 .- Concluded . 
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Figure 17 .- Comparison of wing- flow rlata f or the canard air plane c onfi u-
r at ion with unpublished data fr om the Langley f r ee- f light tunnel . 
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